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1.1 Computational complexity theory
Computational complexity theory is the branch of mathematics and theoretical computer
science that aims to classify computational problems by the amount of resources needed
for solving them.
The applied side of complexity theory is concerned with specific problems. For ex-
ample, consider the problem of sorting a list of integers. There are many algorithms for
solving this problem, but which one is the fastest? Which one uses the smallest amount
of memory?
When considering the complexity of a specific algorithm, we consider its asymptotic
complexity. This means describing the runtime or the memory consumption of the algo-
rithm as a function of the length of the input.
To argue about the runtime, we must fix some model of computation that we use to
define what a computational step means. Turing machines are a typical model. With
them the runtime of the computation is the number of state transitions required before
the machine halts. The memory usage is the number of cells visited on the tape during
the computation.
It is believed that the exact model used does not matter too much. This is called the
invariance thesis ([Dea16]):
Definition 1.1 (Invariance Thesis). Reasonable models of computation can simulate each
other within a polynomially bounded overhead in time and a constant-factor overhead in
space.
We can classify computational problems according to their worst-case complexity. The
most well-known complexity classes are classes of decision problems. A decision problem
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is the problem of deciding if the given input has the given property. The decision problem
complexity classes can be considered to be collections of formal languages.
The class P is the class of decision problems that can be solved in polynomial time
on a deterministic Turing machine. The class NP contains the decision problems whose
solution can be verified in polynomial time on a deterministic Turing machine.1
Definition 1.2. A language L ✓ {0, 1}⇤ is in NP if there exists a polynomial p : N ! N
and a polynomial-time Turing machine M such that for every x 2 {0, 1}⇤,
x 2 L () 9u 2 {0, 1}p(|x|) s.t. M(x, u) = 1.
If x 2 L and u 2 {0, 1}p(|x|) satisfy M(x, u) = 1, we call u a certificate for x.
Since the certificate u can be an empty string, it follows that P ✓ NP. The most
famous open problem in computational complexity theory is the P vs NP problem: is
P = NP? This can be paraphrased as “if a solution to a problem can be verified in
polynomial time, can a solution be found in polynomial time?” According to Gasarch’s
poll [Gas12], most complexity theorists believe that the answer is negative, but there is
no consensus on what would be a promising approach for proving it.
1.2 Descriptive complexity
Descriptive complexity is a notion of complexity related to computational complexity. We
can use finite model theory to describe how complex things a logical system – such as
first-order logic – can express. This allows us to compare the systems.
By analyzing the languages that can be defined in a logic, we can connect it to a
computational complexity class. A logic is said to capture a collection of languages if
every language in the collection is definable in the logic and vice versa. One of the
foundational results in descriptive complexity is Fagin’s theorem (1974):
Theorem 1.3 (Fagin). NP is captured by existential second-order logic. That is, every
language in NP is expressible in existential second-order logic and vice versa.
This result gives a machine-independent description of an important complexity class
– the theorem does not refer to any model of computation. It also opens up the possibility
of using the tools of finite model theory to investigate computational complexity.
1Sometimes NP is defined as the class of problems that can be solved in polynomial time on a non-





Figure 1.1: A Boolean circuit for calculating the parity function with fan-in of 2. The
value of the parity function is 1 if the inputs contain odd number of ones and 0 otherwise.
1.3 Circuit complexity
Boolean circuits are a model of computation that resembles electric circuits. A Boolean
circuit is a directed acyclic graph of logic gates together with an output node and a
number of input nodes. A circuit computes a Boolean function:
Definition 1.4. Boolean functions are functions of the type {0, 1}k ! {0, 1} where
k 2 N+.
If the set of available gates, called the basis, is chosen appropriately, every Boolean
function is computable with a Boolean circuit. There are several such universal bases,
but we will use AND, OR, and NOT gates.
Every gate has a fixed number of one-bit inputs and one one-bit output. The number
of inputs for a gate is called its fan-in. For example, the output of AND gate is one (or
true) if all of its inputs are ones and zero (or false) otherwise. Figure 1.1 shows a circuit
that calculates the parity function.
Every decision problem for bit strings (strings of ones and zeros) corresponds to a
family of Boolean functions, one for each input size. The value of each function is one if the
input string belongs to the language and zero otherwise. We can classify decision problems
by the size and the depth of Boolean circuits of their charasteric function families.
Some of the most well-known circuit complexity classes are AC0, TC0, and NC1.
• AC0 is the class of languages that can be recognized with a family of circuits with
constant depth, polynomial size, and unbounded fan-in for the gates.
• TC0 is the class of languages that can be recognized with a family of circuits with
constant depth, polynomial size, and unbounded fan-in. In addition to the AND,
OR, and NOT gates, majority gates are allowed. The value of a majority gate is
one if over half of its inputs are ones and zero otherwise.
• NC1 is the class of languages that can be recognized with a family of circuits with
unbounded fan-in, logarithmic depth, and a polynomial number of gates.
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1.3.1 Uniformity
An arbitrary Boolean circuit family is potentially non-uniform: the circuits for different
inputs sizes can be completely dissimilar. This leads to two related problems.
1. A circuit family is an infinite object, but computable functions have finite descrip-
tions. A Turing machine could be such description.
2. A circuit family can represent a non-computable function. For example, assume
that we have fixed an enumeration of Turing machines and consider a circuit family
where the k-ary circuit always has value 1 if Turing machine k halts with the input
0, and has value 0 otherwise. By Rice’s theorem, this function is non-computable.
If a circuit family avoids these problems, it is said to be uniform. We can ensure the
uniformity of a circuit family by requiring that there exists a Turing machine that, given
input 0k, constructs the k-ary circuit. For example, if the circuit family can be constructed
by a Turing machine in polynomial time, it is said to be P-uniform.
We want to ensure that the Turing machine constructing the circuit is not more pow-
erful than the circuit itself so that the computation is done by the circuit and not by the
construction process. For AC0 and TC0, DLOGTIME-uniformity has proven to be the
relevant constraint.
Definition 1.5. DLOGTIME is the class of computational problems that can be solved
in logarithmic time on a deterministic random-access Turing machine.
This definition requires the use of a random-access Turing machine, because linear-
access Turing machines can not even read the whole input in logarithmic time. Later in
this work, whenever we refer to AC0, we mean DLOGTIME-uniform AC0.
We can use descriptive complexity to define uniformity by tying the circuit classes to
logic.
Theorem 1.6. DLOGTIME-uniform AC0 is captured by FO[<,+, ⇤].
Theorem 1.7. DLOGTIME-uniform TC0 is captured by FO[Maj;<,+, ⇤].
Uniformity conditions can be given by using first-order interpretations. The arti-
cle [HV16] defines them as follows:
Definition 1.8. Let  , ⌧ be vocabularies where ⌧ = (Ra11 , . . . , Rarr ) and let k 2 N. A first-
order interpretation of  -models as ⌧ -models is given by a tuple of first-order formulae
 0, 1, . . . , r over the vocabulary  , where  0 has k free variables and  i has kai free
variables for all i   1. For each ⌧ -model A, these formulae define a  -model




where the universe is defined by  0 and the relations are defined by  1, . . . , r in the
following way:
Dom(I(A)) = {(b1, . . . , bk) | A |=  0(b1, . . . , bk)},
RI(A)i = {(b̄1, . . . , b̄ai) 2 Dom(I(A)) | A |=  1(b̄1, . . . , b̄ai)},
where b̄i is a k-tuple for each i.
Definition 1.9. A circuit family is said to be to be FO[<,+, ⇤]-uniform2 if there is an
FO[<,+, ⇤]-interpretation that maps an input word w given as a word model to a circuit.
We will skip the details of representing a circuit as a model. For a full definition,
see [HV16].
Definition 1.10. FO[<,+, ⇤]-uniform AC0 is the class of all languages that can be defined
by FO[<,+, ⇤]-uniform AC0 circuit families.
Theorem 1.11. FO[<,+, ⇤]-uniform AC0 is captured by FO[<,+, ⇤].
1.4 The majority quantifier
Note 1.12. This section is based on [Sch05].
First-order logic, even with addition and multiplication, cannot count: the Parity
language cannot be defined in FO[<,+, ⇤]. Parity is the language of bit strings that
contain odd number of ones.
One of the ways to make AC0 count is to add modular counting gates, whose value is
one if the number of ones in the input is divisible by some fixed number. This extension
of AC0 is called ACC0. Parity is included in ACC0.
The circuit complexity class TC0 can count as well. From the circuit point of view,
TC
0 is an extension of AC0 with majority gates. From the descriptive point of view, it is
captured by FO[Maj;<,+, ⇤] – the extension of FO[<,+, ⇤] with majority quantifiers.
Majority quantifier holds when the quantified formula holds for over half of the possible
values of the quantified variable.
Definition 1.13. We extend the first-order logic syntax and semantics to include the
majority quantifier Maj.
• Syntactically, if   is a formula and x is a variable, then Majx   is a formula.
2




L(FO[Maj;<,+]) ( L(FO[Maj;<,+, ⇤]) consequence of Corollary 3.31
L(Maj[+]) ( L(Maj[<,+]) [Lan04], Corollary 5.2
L(FO[+]) = L(FO[<,+]) trivial
L(FO[<, ⇤]) = L(FO[<,+, ⇤]) [Lee01]
L(FO[<,+, ⇤]) = L(FO[BIT]) e.g.[Lib04, pp. 96-98]
L(Maj[<]) = L(FO[Maj;<]) this thesis, Theorem 3.2
L(FO[Maj;<]) ( L(FO[Maj2;<]) this thesis, Corollary 4.7
L(FO[Maj;<,+, ⇤]) ✓ L(FO[Maj2;<]) this thesis, Corollary 4.5
L(FO[Maj2;<]) ✓ L(FO[Maj;<,+, ⇤]) consequence of [BIS90, Proposition 10.3]
TC
0 ✓ LOGCFL [Lau+98]
LOGCFL = L(FO[Grp; BIT]) [Lau+98]
Table 1.1: References for the relationships presented in figure 1.2.
• Semantically, if A is a model and n = |Dom(A)|, then




We denote this extension by FO[Maj].
How powerful is the majority quantifier? This thesis focuses on this question. The
next section presents a big-picture overview of the known relationships between logics
endowed with the majority quantifier. Chapter 2 reviews the definitions necessary for
investigating these questions. Chapter 3 presents selected results on the power of the
unary majority quantifier and Chapter 4 investigates the binary majority quantifier.
1.5 The big-picture view of various logics
While the context for the questions is complexity-theoretic, in this work we focus on
definability. Thus we will talk about languages that can be defined in the logics that
capture the various complexity classes.
1.5.1 The lattice of Maj and FO logics
The substructure of TC0 has been investigated quite a bit. Figure 1.2 describes the rela-





















Figure 1.2: A lattice of collections of languages. The collections inside each box are
equivalent. The arrows indicate inclusion and point towards the superset. In this picture,
Maj[+] denotes the fragment of FO[Maj; +] that does not include existential or univer-
sal quantifiers. The logics Maj[<] and Maj2[<] denote the corresponding fragments of
FO[Maj;<] and FO[Maj2;<].
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1.5.2 The relationship to well-known complexity classes
Lautemann et al. in [Lau+98] give the following chain of inclusions between complexity
classes:
AC
0 ( ACC0 ✓ TC0 ✓ NC1 ⇢ NL ⇢ P
where NL is the class of decision problems that can be solved by a non-deterministic
Turing machine in logarithmic space.
In this work we investigate FO[Maj;<] and show that L(FO[Maj;<]) is a subset of
TC





Definition 2.1 (Vocabulary). A vocabulary ⌧ is a collection of constant symbols (de-
noted c1, c2, . . .), relation symbols (denoted P1, P2, . . .), and function symbols (denoted
f1, f2, . . .). Each relation symbol and function symbol has an associated arity, denoted
#P and #f , where #P,#f 2 N.
Example 2.2. The vocabulary for basic arithmetic ⌧A contains constant symbols 0, 1,
binary function symbols + and ⇤ and a binary relation symbol .
Definition 2.3 (Model). Let ⌧ be a vocabulary. A ⌧ -model
A = hA, {cA | c 2 ⌧}, {PA | P 2 ⌧}, {fA | f 2 ⌧}i
consists of the domain of discourse Dom(A) = A together with an interpretation of
• each constant symbol c in ⌧ as an element cA 2 A,
• each k-ary relation symbol P in ⌧ as a k-ary relation on A, and
• each k-ary function symbol f in ⌧ as a k-ary function Ak ! A.
Example 2.4. The ⌧A-model (N, 0, 1,+, ⇤,) is the standard model of arithmetic, where
+, ⇤, and  have the natural interpretations.
A model is said to be finite if its domain is finite. To avoid dealing with partial func-
tions – such as + restricted to an initial segment of N – we will only consider vocabularies
and models without function symbols when we’re working with finite models.
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2.2 Word models
The theoretical setting for our investigation is logic over words. That is, we investigate
formal languages using the tools of finite model theory.
Definition 2.5. An alphabet ⌃ is a set of letters. A word over an alphabet is a finite
sequence of letters, including the empty word ✏. The collection of all words over the
alphabet ⌃ is denoted by ⌃⇤. The collection of non-empty words is denoted by ⌃+ =
⌃
⇤ \{✏}. A language L over the alphabet ⌃ is a collection of words. That is, L is a subset
of ⌃⇤.
Example 2.6. A word over the alphabet {0, 1} is called a bit string.
To define a language over the alphabet ⌃ using a logical formula, we use a vocabulary
that includes the order predicate  and an unary predicate Q↵(x) for each letter ↵ 2 ⌃.
These predicates assert that the xth letter of the word is ↵.
Definition 2.7. Let w = ↵0 · · ·↵n 1 2 ⌃+ be a word over the alphabet ⌃ and let ⌧⌃ be
the vocabulary ⌧⌃ = {}[ {Qa | a 2 ⌃}, where Qa is an unary relation symbol for every
a 2 ⌃. The ⌧⌃-model for word w is
Aw = h{0, · · · , n  1}, {A} [ {QAa | a 2 ⌃}i,
where A is the usual ordering of Dom(Aw) and QAa = {x 2 Dom(A) | ↵x = a}. The
notation “w |=  ” is a shorthand for Aw |=  .
Example 2.8. The model Aw for the 4-letter word w = 0110 2 {0, 1}+ consists of
• the domain Dom(Aw) = {0, 1, 2, 3},
• the usual ordering  of {0, 1, 2, 3},
• the unary relation Q0 = {0, 3}, and
• the unary relation Q1 = {1, 2}.
The word w contains both letter 0 and letter 1, so w |= 9xQw0 (x)^9xQw1 (x), and not every
letter is 0, so w 6|= 8xQ0(x).
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2.3 First-order logic
First-order logic is the logic that allows the use of Boolean connectives – AND (^), OR
(_), and NOT (¬) – and first-order quantification. That is, it allows quantification over
atomic elements. Second-order quantification includes quantification over relations as
well.
Definition 2.9. Let ⌧ be a vocabulary. The terms and formulae of first-order logic of
vocabulary ⌧ are defined as follows.
• Each variable x1, x2, . . . is a term.
• Each constant symbol c 2 ⌧ is a term.
• If t1, · · · , tk are terms and f is a k-ary function symbol, then f(t1, · · · , tk) is a term.
• If t1, t2 are terms, then t1 = t2 is a formula.
• If t1, · · · , tk are terms and P 2 ⌧ is a k-ary relation symbol, then P (t1, · · · , tk) is a
formula.
• If  1, 2 are formulae, then  1 ^  2,  1 _  2 and ¬ 1 are formulae.
• If   is a formula, then 9x  and 8x  are formulae.
The notation  !  is used as a shorthand for ¬  _  .
Definition 2.10. An assignment s for a model A is a function that assigns a value in
the domain of A to each variable in a formula. By s[x/a] we denote the assignment that
agrees with s except that s[x/a](x) = a.
Definition 2.11. Let A be a ⌧ -model and let s be an assignment. We assign each ⌧ -term
t with an interpretation tA,s.
• If t = c where c is a constant symbol, then tA,s = cA.
• If t = x where x is a variable, then tA,s = s(x).
• If t = f(t1, · · · , tk) where f is a k-ary function symbol and t1, . . . , tk are terms, then
tA,s = fA(tA,s1 , . . . , t
A,s
k ).
A formula   is said to be true in a ⌧ -model A under assignment s, or to hold in A,
according to the rules below. We denote this A |=s  .
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• A |=s t1 = t2 if tA,s1 = t
A,s
2 ,
• A |=s P (t1, . . . , tk) if (tA,s1 , . . . , t
A,s
k ) 2 PA,
• A |=s  1 ^  2 if A |=s  1 and A |=s  2,
• A |=s  1 _  2 if A |=s  1 or A |=s  2,
• A |=s ¬  if A 6|=s  ,
• A |=s 9x  if A |=s[x/a]   for some a 2 Dom(A), and
• A |=s 8x  if A |=s[x/a]   for all a 2 Dom(A).
Definition 2.12. Two ⌧ -formulae   and  are said to be logically equivalent if for every
⌧ -model A and assignment s it holds that
A |=s   () A |=s  .
We denote this   ⌘  0.
2.4 Languages defined by formulae
Definition 2.13. The language over an alphabet ⌃ defined by a formula   is
L( ) = {w 2 ⌃+ | w |=  }.
A language defined by a formula cannot include the empty string, because the domain
of the model for the empty string would be empty.
Example 2.14. The following languages can be defined in FO over the alphabet {0, 1}:
• The language of all-zero bit strings is L( 1) = {0}+ where  1 := 8xQ0(x).
• The language of bit strings with exactly one 1 is L( 2) where
 2 := 9x(Q1(x) ^ 8y(¬(x = y) ! ¬Q1(y))).
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2.5 Majority quantifiers
The first-order quantifiers are threshold quantifiers : they assert that the number of values
a formula holds for is over a certain threshold. The existential quantifier holds if the
formula is true for at least one value. The universal quantifier holds if the formula is true
for (at least) n values, where n is the size of the domain.
The majority quantifier is another threshold quantifier. It holds when the formula
holds for a majority of values, that is, for at least bn/2c + 1 values. We restate Defini-
tion 1.13.
Definition 2.15. The (unary) majority quantifier Maj binds one variable. Let A be a
⌧ -model and let s be an assignment. The interpretation for the majority quantifier is




where n = |Dom(A)|. We denote the extension of first-order logic with the majority
quantifier by FO[Maj].
Example 2.16. Let w 2 {0, 1}+. Now w |= Majx Q1(x) if there are more ones than zeros
in the word w.
Example 2.17. Let w 2 {0, 1}+. Consider the predicates
 1(x) := Q0(x) ! Majy(y > x),
 2(x) := Q1(x) ! Majy(y < x).
Now  1(x) asserts that if the xth letter of w is “0”, then the majority of letters in the word
w are to the right of the xth letter, or equivalently, x  bn/2c. Similarly  2(x) asserts
that if the xth letter is “1”, then x   dn/2e. Thus formula 8x( 1(x) ^  2(x)) defines the
language
{0bn/2c1dn/2e | n 2 {1, 2, . . .}} ⇢ {0, 1}+.
Definition 2.18. The binary majority quantifier Maj2 binds two variables. Let A be a
⌧ -model and let s be an assignment. The interpretation of the binary majority quantifier
is




where n = |Dom(A)|. We denote the extension of first-order logic with the binary majority
quantifier by FO[Maj2].
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In Chapter 4 we will prove that the binary majority quantifier is more expressive than
the unary majority quantifier: there are languages that cannot be defined using the unary
quantifier but that can be defined with the binary quantifier.
One possible way to think about threshold quantifiers is that they count the amount
of ones in the truth table for the proposition. The quantified proposition is true when
the amount of ones is over the threshold. This can be useful for thinking about why the
proofs in Chapter 3 work. We will present some truth tables to help with this.
2.6 Numerical predicates
Definition 2.19. A k-ary numerical predicate is a subset of Nk.
For example, addition can be defined as a ternary relation
{(x, y, z) 2 N3 | x+ y = z}.
Multiplication can be defined the same way.
Since the domain of a word model is an initial segment of natural numbers, we can
extend first-order logic over words with a numerical predicate P by allowing the use of P
as a relation symbol and interpreting by
A |=s P (t1, · · · , tk) () (s(t1), · · · , s(tk)) 2 P.
This corresponds to restricting P to Dom(A)k . We denote this extension by FO[P]. For
example, first-order logic extended with addition is FO[+].
Definition 2.20. Let Q1,Q2, . . . be quantifiers and let P1,P2, . . . be numerical predicates.
We denote the extension of first-order logic with these quantifiers and predicates by
FO[Q1,Q2, . . .; P1,P2, . . .].
Definition 2.21 (Congruence predicate). Let n 2 N. By x ⌘n y, we denote that natural
numbers x and y are congruent modulo n. The corresponding numerical predicate is
{(x, y) 2 N2 | 9k2Z(x = y + kn)}.
Definition 2.22 (BIT predicate). BIT(x, y) is true when the xth bit of y is one, where
x = 0 means the least significant bit. Equivalently,
BIT := {(x, y) 2 N2 | by/2xc ⌘2 1}.
Note 2.23. We use the shorthand 9x<y  to mean 9x(x < y ^  ).
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Theorem 2.24. The following numerical predicates can be expressed in FO[<]: =, 6=,
>, ,  , +1 (successor),  1 (predecessor), min (the least value), and max (the greatest
value).
Proof. The predicates =, 6=, >, , and   are trivial. The rest of the predicates are
expressed as follows:
• y = x+ 1 , x < y ^ ¬(9zx < z < y),
• y = x  1 , x = y + 1,
• x = max , 8y(y  x),
• y = min , 8y(x  y).
Note 2.25. We will use +k for any fixed numeral k as a short-hand for a repeated appli-
cation of +1. The same convention is used for  k.
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Chapter 3
The expressive power of FO[Maj;<]
In first-order logic, you can define ordering in terms of addition, but the converse is not
possible. That is, L(FO[+]) = L(FO[<,+]) but L(FO[<]) ( L(FO[<,+]). With majority
quantifiers, the situation is the opposite. As we will see, addition can be defined using
ordering, but Lange shows in [Lan04] that ordering cannot be defined in Maj[+] or even
in Maj[+, ⇤].
The proofs in this chapter are based on [Lan04]. We assume that A is a model such
that Dom(A) = {0, 1, · · · , n  1} and s is an arbitrary assignment.
3.1 Simulating first-order quantifiers with Maj
We start by showing that the existential and the universal quantifier can be simulated
using ordering and the unary majority quantifier. We denote the fragment of first-order
logic without existential and universal quantifiers by Maj[<].
Lemma 3.1. Let x be a free variable. The following predicates can be expressed in Maj[<]:
x  bmax/2c, x > dmax/2e, and “n is odd”.
Proof. Recall that max denotes n  1. If A |=s Majx  , there at least dmax/2e+ 1 values
a for x for which A |=s[x/a]  . If x  bmax/2c, then the count of values greater than or
equal to x is
|{y   x | y 2 {0, . . . , n  1}}| = n  x = (max + 1)  x
  dmax/2e+ 1.
Conversely, if there are dmax/2e + 1 or more values that are greater than or equal to x,
then x  n  (dmax/2e+ 1) = bmax/2c. Thus we get the formula
x  bmax/2c () Majy y   x.
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2 c+ 1 . . . n  2 n  1
k values k values
2k + 1 values
0 1 . . . bmax2 c d
max
2 e . . . n  2 n  1
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2k values
Figure 3.1: Visualization of the domain when n is odd and when n is even. The majority
condition requires that a formula holds for at least k + 1 values in the both cases.
The proof for the second predicate is similar. We get the formula
x > dmax/2e () Majy y < x.
If n is odd, then n = 2k + 1 for some k 2 N. Now there are k + 1 values that are less
than or equal to at least k+1 values. If n = 2k is even, then there are only k such values.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the situation. This distinction can be used to express “n is odd”:
 odd := Majx Majy x  y.
Note that none of the formulae in the previous proof use the constant max itself. They
could not either – the straightforward definition for max requires the use of the first-order
quantifiers.
Next we show that the existential quantifier can be simulated in Maj[<].
Theorem 3.2. For each Maj[<] formula  , there a Maj[<] formula equivalent to 9x .
Proof. Consider the formula 9x . This holds if and only if there is a value in either the
upper or the lower half of the domain that satisfies  . This gives us the formula
A |= 9x  ()
A |= (Majx(x < dmax/2e _ (x   dmax/2e ^  )))_




Proof. Every Maj[<] formula is a FO[Maj;<] formula. For the other direction, we use
structural induction over FO[Maj;<] formulae. We need to consider only the cases where
a FO[Maj;<] formula uses an existential or an universal quantifier.
Let  1 := 9x 1 be a FO[Maj;<] formula. By induction hypothesis we may assume
that  1 does not use universal or existential quantifiers. Thus  1 is a Maj[<] formula and
by Theorem 3.2 there exists a Maj[<] formula  01 equivalent to  1.
Let  2 := 8x 2 be a FO[Maj;<] formula. By induction hypothesis  2 does not use
universal or existential quantifiers. Now  02 := ¬(9x¬ 2) is equivalent to  2. Since  2 is a
Maj[<] formula and thus ¬ 2 is a Maj[<] formula, by Theorem 3.2 there exists a Maj[<]
formula   equivalent to 9x¬ 2. Thus  2 is equivalent to Maj[<] formula ¬ .
Lemma 3.4. We can express x = bmax/2c and x = dmax/2e in Maj[<].
Proof. By Corollary 3.3, it is enough to show that these predicates can be expressed in
FO[Maj;<]. We can express the equality x = bmax/2c by checking that x  bmax/2c ^
¬(x + 1  bmax/2c). Similarly x = dmax/2e if and only if x + 1 > dmax/2e ^ ¬(x >
dmax/2e).
3.2 The equivalence technique
In the article [Lan04], Lange introduces the equivalence technique for proofs involving the
majority quantifier. It is based on the fact that for arbitrary i, j < dn/2e, we have i   j
if and only if for all k we have that j + k > bn/2c implies i+ k > bn/2c. This technique
is used for the counting proofs.
Example 3.5. Let us define a formula to check that x + x = y if y 6= max. Notice that
x+ x = y if and only if for all z it holds that
x+ z   bn/2c if and only if (y   x) + z   bn/2c.
We can use the majority quantifier to check that x+ z   bn/2c by creating a formula
that is true for x+ z distinct values. This can be done by making a formula that is true
for the x smallest values and the z greatest values in the domain. Because we assume
that y 6= max, there is at least one value for z such that z > y.
 x := Majµ(µ < x _ µ   z),
 y := Majµ(x < µ  y _ µ   z),
  := 8z>y( x $  y).
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
x values y   x values
possible values of z
 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Truth table, z = 7
 y 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Figure 3.2: The domain when evaluating the formula   from the Example 3.5 when
n = 12, x = 3, and y = 6. The truth table shows that  x $  y when z = 7.
Figure 3.2 illustrates how the formula works.
This formula will not work when y = max. In that case, there is no value z > y to
be checked. The universally quantified formula is always true. We demonstrate the full
implementation of addition in the proof of Theorem 3.7.
3.3 The definability of addition in FO[Maj;<]
Note 3.6. We will use order-based constraints for the variables bound by quantifiers. The
notation 8a<x<b , where x is free, is taken to mean 8x(a < x < b !  ). Similarly 9a<x<b 
is interpreted as 9x(a < x < b ^  ).
Theorem 3.7. Addition can be expressed in FO[Maj;<].
Proof. We construct the ternary addition relation case-by-case:
• Case x = y and z = max. In this case, it is enough to check that that n is odd and
x = y = (n   1)/2. This holds if and only if x  bmax/2c and x + 1 > dmax/2e.
From Lemma 3.1, we get the formula
 1(x) := Majy(y < (x+ 1)) ^Majy(y   x).
• Case x 6= y and z = max. Assume x < y. We can check that x = max   y by
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checking that x+ i > bn/2c if and only if max  y + i > bn/2c.
 2(x, y) := 8x<zy8zwy(Majµ(µ < x _ z  µ  w)
$ Majµ(y < µ  max_z  µ  w)).
In the case x > y, use  2(y, x).
• Case x = y and z < max was already analyzed in Example 3.5. We re-use the
formula:
 3 := 8w>z(Majµ(µ < x _ µ   w) $ Majµ(x < µ  z _ µ   w)).
• Case x 6= y and z < max. Assume x < y.
 4(x, y, z) :=8x<w1w2z8w3>z
(Majµ(µ  x _ w1  µ  w2 _ µ   w3)
$ Majµ(y < µ  z _ w1  µ  w2 _ µ   w3)).
If y > x, use  4(y, x, z).
These can be combined in the following equation:
 +(x, y, z) := (x = y ^ z = max ^  1(x))_
(x < y ^ z = max ^  2(x, y))_
(x > y ^ z = max ^  2(y, x))_
(x = y ^ z < max ^  3(x, z))_
(x < y ^ z < max ^  4(x, y, z))_
(x > y ^ z < max ^  4(y, x, z)).
Corollary 3.8.
FO[Maj;<] ⌘ FO[Maj;<,+].
3.4 The definability of parity in FO[Maj;<]
Definition 3.9. Parity is the language of bit strings with odd number of 1 bits.
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By a result discovered by Furst, Saxe, and Sipser [FSS84], and independently by
Ajtai [Ajt83], Parity is not in AC0 = L(FO[<,+, ⇤]). In this section, we will show that
it is nevertheless possible to express it in FO[Maj;<]. This, combined with the fact that
multiplication cannot be expressed in FO[Maj;<], means that FO[Maj;<] and FO[<,+, ⇤]
are incomparable.
Parity is simple to express using a modular counting quantifier. We will first prove
that it is possible to simulate counting quantifiers in FO[Maj;<]. Then we will show how
to simulate modular counting quantifiers in terms of counting quantifiers.
Whereas threshold quantifiers assert that ‘’a formula holds for at least this many
elements of the domain”, a counting quantifier asserts that “a formula holds for exactly
this many elements”.
Definition 3.10. Let A be a model and let s be an assignment. The counting quantifier
9=yx is interpreted as
A |=s 9=yx   () |{a 2 Dom(A) | A |=s[x/a]  }| = s(y).
We will express the counting quantifier in terms of the left and right half counting
quantifiers. The left half counting quantifier works like the full counting quantifier except
that it ignores the right half of domain. The right half counting quantifier ignores the left
half of the domain.
Definition 3.11. Let A be a model and let s be an assignment. The left half counting
quantifier 9=y,lx   is interpreted as
A |=s 9=y,lx   () |{a 2 Dom(A) | a < dmax/2e ^ A |=s[x/a]  }| = s(y).
The right half counting quantifier 9=y,rx   is interpreted as
A |=s 9=y,rx   () |{a 2 Dom(A) | a   dmax/2e ^ A |=s[x/a]  }| = s(y).
Lemma 3.12. Left and right half counting quantifiers can be simulated in FO[Maj;<].
That is, for every FO[Maj;<] formula  , there is a FO[Maj;<] formula equivalent to
9=y,lx  (x) and a formula equivalent to 9=y,rx  (x).
Proof. Let us first consider finding the equivalent for the formula 9=y,lx   in the model A
under assignment s. We again use the equivalence technique. Denote by #l  = |{a 2
{0, . . . , bn/2c   1} : A |=s[x/a]  }|. Now y = #l  if and only if for all z it holds that
y + z > bn/2c if and only if #l + z > bn/2c.
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This gives us the formula
A |= 9=y,lx  (x) ()
A |= y  dmax/2e _
(8µ dmax/2e 1 Maj⌫(⌫ < y _ ⌫ > µ)
$ Maj⌫((⌫ < dmax/2e ^  (⌫)) _ ⌫ > µ)).
The formula for the right half counting quantifier is derived similarly:
A |= 9=y,rx  (x) ()
A |= y  bmax/2c+ 1 _
(8µdmax/2e Maj⌫(⌫ > max  y _ ⌫ < µ)
$ Maj⌫((⌫   dmax/2e ^  (⌫)) _ ⌫ < µ)).
In this formula, we use ⌫ > max  y as a shorthand for 9w(y + w = max ^ ⌫ > w).
Theorem 3.13. The counting quantifiers can be simulated in FO[Maj;<]. That is, for
every formula   in FO[Maj;<], there is a formula in FO[Maj;<] equivalent to 9=yx  .
Proof. Let A be a model and let s be an assignment.
A |=s 9=yx   () A |=s 9y1,y2(y1 + y2 = y ^ 9=y1,lx   ^ 9=y2,rx  ).
Definition 3.14. The modular counting quantifier Modkx  , where k   2 is a fixed number,
holds if and only if the number of values a 2 Dom(A) for which A |=s[x/a]   is zero modulo
k. That is,
A |=s Modkx   () |{a 2 Dom(A) : A |=s[x/a]  }| ⌘k 0.
Theorem 3.15. Fixed modular counting quantifiers can be simulated in FO[Maj;<]. That




Proof. By Corollary 3.8, it is enough to show this for FO[Maj;<,+]. A formula with a
modular counting quantifier Modkx   can be expressed with a chain of k additions. For
example, when k = 3:





Parity = {w 2 {0, 1}+ | Aw |= ¬Mod2x Q1(x)}.
Corollary 3.17.
L(FO[Maj;<]) * L(FO[<,+, ⇤]).
3.5 The indefinability of multiplication in FO[Maj;<]
Presburger arithmetic FO[+] is the theory of natural numbers with addition. Unlike
Peano arithmetic (arithmetic with addition and multiplication), Presburger arithmetic is
decidable. Thus multiplication cannot be defined over Presburger arithmetic.
While FO[Maj;<,+] is more powerful than FO[+], it is not powerful enough to define
multiplication. The proof of the decidability of Presburger arithmetic can be modified to
show this. The proof presented below is based on Steven Lindell’s manuscript [Lin95] and
the textbook [End01]. Lautemann et al. present a proof in [Lau+98] that applies to all
groupoidal quantifiers, one of which is the majority quantifier.
The goal is to show that the language {0n2 | n 2 N+} cannot be expressed in
FO[Maj;<]. This language can be easily expressed if you have multiplication available.
Theorem 3.18. The language Squares := {0n2 | n 2 N+} ⇢ {0}⇤ can be defined in
FO[Maj;<,+, ⇤].
Proof. The language is defined by the formula 9x(max = x⇤(x 1)+(x 1)). Note that the
formula cannot be simplified to 9x(max = x⇤x  1), because the product x⇤x = max+1
is not included in the domain.
3.5.1 High-level overview
Definition 3.19. A set A of natural numbers is eventually periodic (or semilinear) if
there exists positive numbers M and p such that for all n > M , n 2 A if and only if
n+ p 2 A.
We will show that in FO[Maj;<], one can only define eventually periodic sets. Since
Squares clearly is not eventually periodic, this is enough to separate FO[Maj;<] and
FO[Maj;<, ⇤]. We follow the plan:
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• Replace each majority quantifier Majx   with the equivalent 9
>bn/2c
x  .
• Move from word models to natural numbers by bounding variables.
• Prove that it is enough to analyze formulae of type 9>zx (↵1 ^ · · ·^ ↵m) and perform
quantifier elimination on this type of formulae.
• Show that the quantifier-free formulae can only define eventually periodic sets.
3.5.2 Variable-threshold quantifiers
Definition 3.20. Let A be a model and let s be an assignment. The variable-threshold
quantifier 9>zx  , where z is a term, is interpreted as
A |=s 9>zx   () |{a 2 Dom(A) | A |=s[x/a]  }| > zA,s.
Note that 9x  can be expressed by 9>0x   and Majx   can be expressed by 9
>bn/2c
x  .
3.5.3 Transition to natural numbers
Definition 3.21. Let A be a model, m 2 N+, and let R ✓ Dom(A)m. A formula
 (x1, . . . , xm) defines R (over A) if for every assignment s it holds that
A |=s  (x1, . . . , xm) () (s(x1), . . . , s(xm)) 2 R.
Lemma 3.22. Let R ✓ Nm such that R = [n2NRn, where Rn ✓ {0, . . . , n 1}m for every
n 2 N. If there is a FO[9>;<,+]-formula   that defines Rn over h0, . . . , n  1i for every
n 2 N, then there is a formula  0 that defines R over N.
Proof. Let x1, . . . , xm be the free variables of  . We construct  0 from   by introducing a
new free variable n that sets the upper bound for he other variables in  . First, we define
a mapping   7!  ⇤ that introduces bounds for the quantified variables in  . The mapping
is defined inductively over the structure of  .
• Case   := t1 = t2:  ⇤ :=  .
• Case   := P (t1, . . . , tk):  ⇤ :=  .
• Case   := t1 < t2:  ⇤ :=  .
• Case   := t1 + t2:  ⇤ :=  .
• Case   :=  1 ^  2:  ⇤ :=  ⇤1 ^  ⇤2.
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• Case   :=  1 _  2:  ⇤ :=  ⇤1 _  ⇤2.
• Case   := ¬ :  ⇤ := ¬ ⇤.
• Case   := 9x :  ⇤ := 9x(x < n ^  ⇤).
• Case   := 8x :  ⇤ := 8x(x < n !  ⇤).
• Case   := 9>zx  :  ⇤ := 9>zx (x < n ^  ⇤).
Then we introduce bounds for the free variables:




Now for every n 2 N it holds that
h0, . . . , n  1i |=  (x1, . . . , xm) () N |=  0(x1, . . . , xm, n).
If ā = (a1, . . . , am) 2 R, then there exists n 2 N such that ā 2 Rn. Then N |=
 (a1, . . . , am, n). Conversely, if ā = (a1, . . ., am) 2 Nm is such that N |=  (a1, . . . , am, n)
for some n 2 N, then ā 2 Rn ✓ R.
Corollary 3.23. If Squares cannot be defined over N, its initial segments cannot be
defined over initial segments of N by a single formula.
Since we’re now working in N, we will treat + as a function instead of a relation.
3.5.4 Induction
Next we will prove what is essentially an induction principle for quantifier elimination.
We show that performing quantifier elimination for a simple base case is enough for the
elimination of all quantifiers.
Lemma 3.24. Assume that for every FO[<,+] formula of form
  := 9x(↵1 ^ · · · ^ ↵m),
where ↵1, . . . ,↵m are atomic formulae or negations of atomic formulae, there is a quantifier-
free formula  0 that is equivalent to   over N. Then there exists a quantifier-free equivalent
for any FO[<,+] formula over N.
Proof. Let   be a FO[<,+] formula. Since any use of universal quantifiers can be replaced
by existential quantifiers, we assume that   does not use universal quantifiers.
We define a mapping   7!  0 inductively over the structure of  .
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• Case   :=  1^ 2:  0 :=  01^ 02, where  01 and  02 are the quantifier-free equivalents
of  1 and  2 respectively.
• Case   :=  1 _  2:  0 :=  01 _  02.
• Case   := ¬ :  0 := ¬ 0.
• Case   := t1 = t2, where t1 and t2 are terms:   is already quantifier-free.
• Case   := P (t1, . . . , tk) where P is a k-ary relation symbol and t1, . . . , tk are terms:
  is already quantifier-free.
• Case   := 9x : By the induction assumption, there exists quantifier-free  0 that is
equivalent to  . Now   is equivalent with 9x 0. We convert  0 in 9x 0 to disjunctive
normal form:
9x((↵1,1 ^ · · · ^ ↵1,n1) _ (↵2,1 ^ · · · ^ ↵2,n2) _ · · · _ (↵m,1 ^ · · ·↵m,nm)).
This is equivalent to
9x(↵1,1 ^ · · · ^ ↵1,n1) _ 9x(↵2,1 ^ · · · ^ ↵2,n2) _ · · · _ 9x(↵m,1 ^ · · ·↵m,nm).
Let  i := 9x(↵i,1 ^ · · ·^↵i,ni) for each i 2 {1, . . . ,m}. By our assumption, for every
i there exists a quantifier-free formula  0i that is equivalent to  i. Thus the formula
 0 :=  01 _ . . . _  0m
is quantifier-free and equivalent to  .
Note 3.25. According to the inclusion-exclusion principle, the cardinality of the union of
two finite sets A and B is |A [ B| = |A|+ |B|  |A \B|. In the case n = 3,
|A [ B [ C| = |A|+ |B|+ |C|  |A \B|  |A \ C|  |B \ C|+ |A \ B \ C|.











|Ai1 [ · · · [ Aik |).
Lemma 3.26. Assume the following:
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1. For every FO[9>;<,+] formula of form
  := 9x(↵1 ^ · · · ^ ↵m),
where ↵1, . . . ,↵m are atomic formulae or negations of atomic formulae, then there
is a quantifier-free formula  0 that is equivalent to   over N.
2. For every FO[9>;<,+] formula of the form
  := 9>zx (↵1 ^ · · · ^ ↵m),
where ↵1, . . . ,↵m are atomic formulae or negations of atomic formulae, there is a
quantifier-free formula  0 that is equivalent to   over N.
Then for any FO[9>;<,+] formula   there exists a equivalent quantifier-free formula  0
over N.
Proof. Let   be a FO[9>;<,+] formula. We prove the claim by induction. We will
only analyze the case   := 9>z . The remaining cases are the same as in the proof of
Lemma 3.24.
By the induction assumption we can assume that  is quantifier-free. First we convert
 to the disjunctive normal form
(3.1) 9>zx ((↵1,1 ^ · · · ^ ↵1,n1) _ (↵2,1 ^ · · · ^ ↵2,n2) _ · · · _ (↵m,1 ^ · · · ^ ↵m,nm)).
The quantified formula holds if any of the disjuncts holds. We will use the inclusion-
exclusion principle to construct a formula that counts the ways the quantified formula
can hold.







{↵i | i 2 {1, . . . ,m}, b(i) = 1}) ! (
M 1X
b=1
zb ⇤ ( 1)1+#b > z)),
where #b is the number of ones in the binary representation of b and b(i) is the i-th bit
of b. Here 9=zi ↵ ⌘ ¬9>zx ↵ ^ 9>z 1x ↵.
As an example, consider the case m = 2,M = 22 = 4. The formula expands to
8z1,z2,z3((9=z1i ↵1(i) ^ 9
=z2
i ↵2(i) ^ 9
=z3
i (↵1(i) ^ ↵2(i))) ! (z1 + z2   z3 > z)).
Here, ↵1 and ↵2 are quantifier-free formulae. By the second assumption, we can now
replace the threshold-quantified conjuncts with quantifier-free equivalents.
8z1,z2,z3(( 1 ^  2 ^  3) ! (z1 + z2   z3 > z)).
The result is a first-order quantified formula with threshold quantifiers eliminated. By the
first assumption and Lemma 3.24, there is a quantifier-free equivalent of this formula.
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3.5.5 Quantifier elimination
We will now present both the original Presburger quantifier elimination theorem and our
modified version of it. Plain FO[<,+] does not admit quantifier elimination, but extending
the logic with congruence predicates ⌘m for each m   2 makes it possible. Additionally
we will use the constant symbols 0 and 1.
Theorem 3.27 (Presburger Quantifier Elimination). For every FO[<,+,⌘m, 0, 1] for-
mula  , there is an equivalent quantifier-free FO[<,+,⌘m, 0, 1] formula  0 over N.
We omit the proof of this theorem as it is almost the same as the proof of Theorem .
You can find the full proof in [End01, pp. 197-201].
Lemma 3.28. Let   := 9>zy (↵1 ^ . . . ^ ↵m) be a FO[9>;<,+, 0, 1] formula over N where
↵i are atomic formulae that do not use negation or equality. There exists an equivalent
quantifier-free formula  0.
Proof. We may assume that y appears in each ↵i. If y does not appear in ↵i for some i,
then ↵i either always true or always false. We transform the formula   into a quantifier-
free one step-by-step. Each step produces a formula that is equivalent to the previous
one.
1. Formula ↵i has one of the forms
sy + t < u,
u < sy + t,
sy + t ⌘m u,
where t and u are terms not containing y and sy is a shorthand for adding y to itself
s times, s 2 N. We call s the coefficient of y.
2. Uniformize the coeffecients of y: Let p be the least common multiple of the coef-
ficients of y in all of ↵i. By repeating addition, “multiply” each of ↵i so that the
coefficient of y is p. In the case of congruence, the modulus must be multiplied as
well:
a ⌘m b () ka ⌘km kb
for all a, b, k,m 2 N.
3. Eliminate the coefficient of y: Substitute y with x = py by replacing y with x and
adding a new conjunct x ⌘p 0.
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4. Eliminate the variable-threshold quantifier: We now have a formula of the form
9>zx (r1   s1 < x ^ · · · ^ rd   sd < x)
^ x < t1   u1 ^ · · · ^ x < te   ue
^ x ⌘m1 v1   w1 ^ · · · ^ x ⌘mf vf   wf ).




ri   si < x ^
^
1ie
x < ti   ui ^
^
1if
x ⌘mi vi   wi),
where ri, si, ti, ui, vi, and wi are terms that do not contain x.
If there are no congruences (that is, f = 0), then formula (3.2) is asserts that the gap
between the upper and lower bounds is bigger than z. We can replace the formula






(ri   si) + z + 1 < (tj   uj) ^
^
1if
z < ti   ui.
Assume that there are congruences (f   1). Formula (3.2) holds when there are
more than z values between the lower and upper bounds that satisfy a system of
congruences.
Let m be the least common multiple of m1, . . . ,mf . Assuming that it exits, let a
be the smallest number satisfying the bounds and the congruences. Now a must
be among the first m consecutive numbers between the bounds. The rest of the
solutions to the system of congruences are a+m, a+ 2m, . . .
Denote the greatest lower bound L := max{ri   si | 1  i  d} and the least upper
bound U := min{ti   ui | 1  i  e}. There are more than z solutions only if the
gap between the upper and lower bounds is large enough:
m ⇤ z + a  L > U   L.
To calculate the size of the gap, we will introduce predicates for asserting that given








x  ti   ui.
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Next we define a predicate that asserts that given a, the gap is big enough. Here






(( 0L(ri   si) ^  0U(tj   uj))
! (mz + a  (ri   si) > (tj   uj)  (ri   si))).














(ri   si + q + 1 ⌘mj vj   wj)
^  0gap(ri   si + q + 1))).
There is no need to introduce quantifiers for the usage of predicates  0gap,  0L, and
 0U . Thus  0 is quantifier-free.
If there are no upper bounds (that is, e = 0), the formulae above still work. In case











(q < tj   uj) ^
^
1jf
(q ⌘mj vj   wj) ^  0gap(q)).
Now  0 is a quantifier-free formula equivalent to  .
Theorem 3.29. For every FO[9>;<,+, 0, 1] formula   over N, there is an equivalent
quantifier-free FO[9>;<,+,⌘m, 0, 1] formula  0.
Proof. We will prove the claim by using Lemma 3.26. The first assumption of the lemma
follows from Theorem 3.27. We will now show that the second assumption holds.
Let   be a formula of the form
  = 9>zx ( 1 ^ · · · ^  k)
where  1, · · · ,  k are atomic formulae or their negations. We need to show that there
exists a equivalent quantifier-free formula.
We transform the formula   into a quantifier-free one step-by-step. Each step produces
a formula that is equivalent to the previous one.
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1. Eliminate equality and negation in every  i, i 2 {1, . . . , k}:
• Replace t1 = t2 by t1 < t2 + 1 ^ t2 < t1 + 1.
• Replace ¬(t1 = t2) by t1 < t2 _ t2 < t1.
• Replace ¬(t1 < t2) by t1 = t2 _ t2 < t1.
• Replace ¬(t1 ⌘m t2) by t1 ⌘m t2 + 1 _ · · · _ t1 ⌘m t2 +m  1.
Thus we get 9>zx ( 01 ^ · · · ^  0k), where none of  01, . . . ,  0k uses negation or equality.
2. Convert  01 ^ · · · ^  0k into disjunctive normal form. The result is of the form
9>zx ((↵1,1 ^ . . . ^ ↵1,m1) _ . . . _ (↵l,1 ^ . . . ^ ↵l,ml))
for some l 2 N and m1, . . . ,ml 2 N where all of ↵i,j are atomic. We again use the
inclusion-exclusion principle the same way we did in the proof of Lemma 3.26. Let







{↵i | i 2 {1, . . . , l}, b(i) = 1}) ! (
L 1X
b=1
zb ⇤ ( 1)1+#b > z)),
where 9=zx ↵ means 9>z 1x ↵ ^ ¬9>z↵.
3. Eliminate the variable-threshold quantifiers: by Lemma 3.28, for every b 2 {1, . . . , L 
1}, there exists a variable-threshold-quantifier-free formula  b that is equivalent to
9>z 1x (
^
{↵i | i 2 {1, . . . , l}, b(i) = 1}) ^
¬9>zx (
^
{↵i | i 2 {1, . . . , l}, b(i) = 1}).







zb ⇤ ( 1)1+#b > z)).
where the left side of the implication is free of variable-threshold quantifiers and the
right side is free of all quantifiers.
4. Eliminate the first-order quantifiers: formula (3.3) does not contain variable-threshold
quantifiers, so by Theorem 3.27 there exists a quantifier-free formula  0 equivalent
to it.
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The steps above produce a quantifier-free formula  0 that is equivalent to  . Thus the
two assumptions of Lemma 3.26 hold and any formula admits quantifier elimination.
There is a decision procedure for quantifier-free FO[9>;<,+,⌘m, 0, 1] formulae over
natural numbers (see e.g. [End01]). Together with the previous results, this makes
FO[Maj;<] formulae over an empty alphabet decidable. However, Lange shows in [Lan04]
that when you use the letter predicates Qa in FO[+] over words, you can simulate deter-
ministic linear bounded automata (DLBA). The emptiness problem for DLBA is unde-
cidable, which makes FO[+] and FO[Maj;<] over words undecidable.
3.5.6 Periodic sets
We are now ready to the analyze the sets of natural numbers that can be defined in
FO[9>;<,+,⌘m, 0, 1].
Theorem 3.30. FO[9>;<,+,⌘m, 0, 1] formulae can only define eventually periodic sets.
Proof. By Theorem 3.29, we only need to consider quantifier-free formulae.
Finite sets are eventually periodic, as are the complements of finite sets (with period 1).
The class of eventually periodic sets is closed under union, intersection, and complement.
Thus it is enough to show that atomic formulae with one variable x can only define
eventually periodic sets.
Let ↵ be an atomic formula. There are four possible forms for ↵:
sx+ t = u,
sx+ t < u,
u < sx+ t,
sx+ t ⌘m u,
where s is a number and t and u are terms not containing x. The first two formulae define
finite sets. The third formula defines a set with finite complement. The last formula
defines a periodic set with period m.
Corollary 3.31. Multiplication cannot be defined in FO[Maj;<].
Proof. If we could define multiplication, we could define Squares, which corresponds to
{n 2 N : n2} ⇢ N, which is not periodic.
Corollary 3.32.
L(Maj[<]) ( L(Maj[<,+, ⇤]).
This also means that the set of languages definable by Maj[<] is incomparable to the
set of languages definable by AC0.
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Chapter 4
The expressive power of FO[Maj2;<]
The goal of this chapter is to show that the binary majority quantifier is more powerful
than the unary majority quantifier. We will show that multiplication can be expressed
using the binary majority quantifier, which is enough to separate Maj2[<] from Maj[<].
First, we observe that indeed L(Maj[<]) ✓ L(Maj2[<]).
Theorem 4.1. The unary majority quantifier can be simulated using the binary majority
quantifier.
Proof. Let   := Majx  (x). We define a binary predicate  0(x, y) that is equivalent to
 (x) when x = y and true when x < y:
 0(x, y) = x < y _ (x = y ^  (x)).
Fix a model A and an assignment s and let m = |{a 2 Dom(A) | A |=s[x/a]  (x)}|.
There are n(n   1)/2 pairs (x, y) 2 Dom(A)2 for which x < y. Now  0(x, y) is true for
n(n 1)/2+m elements of the domain. If m   bn/2c+1, then n(n 1)/2+m   bn2/2c+1.
Thus
A |=s Majx  (x) () A |=s Maj2(x,y)  0(x, y).
Corollary 4.2. Maj2[<] ⌘ FO[Maj2;<] ⌘ FO[Maj2;<,+].
Proof. The first equality follows from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.2. The second equality
follows from Theorem 3.7.
Addition can be expressed directly using the binary majority quantifier. Barrington,
Immerman, and Straubing give a proof of this in [BIS90, Theorem 10.2].
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4.1 The definability of multiplication in FO[Maj2;<]
This section is based on [BIS90, Theorem 10.2].
Lemma 4.3. The predicate “ (x, y) is true for exactly bn2/2c pairs of values”, denoted
9=bn
2/2c
(x,y)  (x, y), can be defined in Maj
2
[<].
Proof. We express this predicate by saying that   is not true for majority of pairs, but it
becomes true if just one more pair is added. Let A be a model and s be an assignment.
A |=s 9=bn
2/2c
(x,y)  (x, y) ()
A |=s 9z,w(Maj2(x,y)( (x, y) _ (x = z ^ y = w)) ^ ¬Maj2(x,y)  (x, y)).
Theorem 4.4. Multiplication can be defined in Maj2[<].
Proof. By Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.1 addition can be expressed in Maj2[<]. We now
construct a binary predicate  (x⇤y, z) that is true for bn2/2c pairs if and only if x⇤y = z.
The special cases x = 0, 1 and y = 0, 1 can be handled separately. Handling these
cases cover the cases n = 1, 2, so we may assume that n   3. For the general case, we
check that x, y < n/2, since the relation x ⇤ y = z will not be defined otherwise. This
gives us the formulas
 1 := (x = 0 ^ z = 0)
_ (y = 0 ^ z = 0)
_ (x = 1 ^ z = y)
_ (y = 1 ^ z = x),
 2 := x < bmax/2c+ 1 ^ y < bmax/2c+ 1.
We will now construct a binary predicate  3(w1, w2), which we can use to compare
x ⇤ y to z.
1. Construct a table where the upper half is zeros and the lower half is ones. If n is
odd, in the center row, have bn/2c ones. Now there are exactly bn2/2c ones in the
table.
2. Set the top left x ⇤ y rectangle to ones.
3. In one of the rows in the lower half, toggle z zeros to ones.
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Table 4.1 shows an example of the truth table in the case n = 7. This construction
corresponds to the following formula:
 3(w1, w2) := (w1 < bmax/2c ^ w1 < x ^ w2 < y)
_ (Majx Majy x  y ^ w1 = bmax/2c ^ w2 < bmax/2c)
_ (w   dmax/2e ^ ¬(w1 = dmax/2e ^ w2 < z))
Now x ⇤ y = z if the truth table for  3 has bn2/2c ones, which can be tested by using
Lemma 4.3. The final formula is thus




0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table 4.1: The steps for constructing a truth table for  (2 ⇤ 3, 6) when n = 7 in proof for
Theorem 4.4. The first table shows the initial, balanced truth table. In the second step,
x ⇤ y = 2 ⇤ 3 zeros are converted to zeros. In the third step, z = 6 ones are converted to
zeros.
Corollary 4.5. L(Maj[<,+, ⇤]) = L(Maj2[<]) = L(Maj2[<,+, ⇤])
Corollary 4.6. The BIT predicate can be expressed in Maj2[<].
Proof. Lee shows in [Lee01, section 7.1] that BIT can be expressed in FO[<, ⇤]. Due to
the previous corollary and Corollary 4.2, BIT can be expressed in Maj2[<] as well.
Corollary 4.7. L(Maj[<]) ( L(Maj2[<])
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